
Natasha Sajé

“Is language our home, or is it a form of 
lament, an expression of our bewilderment and 
consternation? Throughout her career, Natasha Sajé 
has asked this question, always in the hope that 
words might offer us that ‘shelter’ that Celan so 
ardently believed they could. Sajé’s poems are 
searching, canny, whip-smart, scrupulously 
self-aware, and effortlessly capable of moving from 
wit to pathos, from worry to delight, all in the space 
of a few lines. The Future Will Call You Something 
Else is a book of genuine accomplishment, 
the work of a poet of consequence, one who 
is writing at the height of her considerable 
powers.”

—David Wojahn

“Natasha Sajé embraces the world not only 
through the wisdom of the senses but with 
|philosophical intelligence, writing poems that 
open heart and mind. She considers the kinds of 
knowledge that imprint and form us, marveling 
at what remains untranslatable. Employing the 
slippage and trap doors of etymology, Sajé questions 
humankind’s increasingly shaky place in nature. 
These poems alight ‘...on a fence dividing/ 
governable from wild/ known from unknown.’”

—Amy Gerstler

“Natasha Sajé’s quicksilver, wideawake 
poems in The Future Will Call You Something Else 
never fail to delight and impress me with their 
at-the-ready empathy, encyclopedic wit, and 
prismatic range of allusions. With its ‘all systems go’ 
verve and vigorous attention to the myriad world, 
this dazzling,exhilarating new book is a treasure 
and a wonder.”

—Cyrus Cassells
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Slipskin
      
      Baltimore County

On this narrow path along a river
a scent in crisp October air

hangs like a hood. Unmistakable
musk whips my head

toward its source: blotched yellow
wrinkled hairy leaves shield

bloomed dark purple grapes
whose wax rubs off with my thumb.

Someone lived here once, grew fruit in land
razed of forest, allowed sun to sweeten it.

Even in shade the vine still bears
Concord, after Ephraim Bull’s northern town

to honor his crossing the vines
Leif Erickson saw on the coast of Vinland:

North American vitis labrusca with vinifera,
making a fox grape, the odor I ingest

more than three hundred years after natives
were pushed west while Africans

labored for the first Catholic Calverts.
They cleared woods and tilled land,
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To the Phaistos Disk

If someone then had passed on your words
asking those listeners to tell others, younger,
and the practice had continued,
your spiral of insight

honor and glory to the mother goddess

might have meant more by now.

Instead, you are still not understood.

  In my twenties in the Heraklion
museum I must have seen the symbols
printed on your clay round.
       Mostly I remember being sick
shivering in April on an attic cot
owned by a woman who gathered tourists at the port.
She drove me and three others past
the cold sea to her small white house

and because I didn’t want to share a room
with a strange man—
how would he have read that—

I remember my regret at being female
and fearful of a stranger,
even one interested in antiquities
even one with whom in a different circumstance
I might have had a friendship or an affair.

Wisdom can dissipate like smoke,
but my imprinting, unlike yours,
is understood.

     1700 B.C.E. Crete, decrypted 2014
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in the beginning all the world was water

until you moskwas

dove to the depths to gather a ball of mud

blew on it until

it became the whole earth

together this morning for safety

you prepare for the hard freeze

move quietly in the dark of a new moon

you hear glaciers crack thousands of miles away

carry a map of water in the desert

how did you draw it?

how can we read it?

                    To the Twelve Muskrats Moving in a Line Behind My 
Chain Link Fence at Dawn in Salt Lake City on the First of September
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Dear Roe v. Wade,

What a mess you’re in, with red states
eroding you like sand under a power
wash of illogical laws, turning back time
to Texas, 1969. I feel for women
in Mississippi, listening to a doctor lie
that abortions cause breast cancer,

and that the fetus can feel pain,
women waiting at the only clinic in the state.
Dangerous, this “personhood,” this lie
extending to an embryo the powers
not accorded to the breathing women
who care for and carry it over months.

In 1973, I turned 18.
I appreciate your gloss on “do no harm,”
on history: in 1787 women
were in this way less constrained by states
than corpses are today; they can be forced
to give birth. For whom is that the truth?

We’ve made the Constitution our true
guide, plus amendments carved in time:
liberty and privacy inherent rights
for every citizen, even those as poor
as Norma McCorvey (Roe), whose statement
on the case reversed, pro to con, for women.

Yet privacy’s a cloud with women’s
lives hovering like drops of rain. The truth:
so many tears. Thanks to DNA, the state
knows everywhere we go, and sometimes, when.
If you had feelings, Roe v. Wade, you’d be blue,
but you’re a court case, judicial law,
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To the City of the Future

in crisp morning light in soft afternoon in deep
violet evening you say
I will be here

in granite   marble   and steel

you could be humanity’s greatest creation
as Libeskind believes

the best of all possible
or only for the rich

your wide boulevards and avenues
secret ulicas and rues    orderly Strassen
alleys and arcades

the odeon the forum the agora the plaza
where we bump shoulder to shoulder ankle to ankle

without cushions in trains
their screeching brakes and clanging horns

you are patched of places I’ve been
pieces I can’t make whole

five year old dancer with castanets

cellist around a blind corner

bakery’s smell of braided butter and spice

sculpture from a car door and a flag pole
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On Invention

           italics from The Most Excellent Book of Cookery (France, 1555) 
trans. Timothy Tomasik and Ken Albala

Counterfeit Snow: First a quart of good rich milk. Make sure it has been a 
year since the cow had a calf. Add six egg whites, one ounce of rice flour, a 
quarter pound of powdered sugar, whip together like butter. Skim off what 
comes to the top. That’s the snow. Put it on a plate.

Travel the little tunnel that spans from known to un. Run out of air and 
breathe anyway.

Peacock and Capon Barded Like Porcupines: Find the slenderest cinnamon 
sticks, cover in sugar like candy, as long as three or four fingers. Pierce them 
into said game like the spines of a porcupine. Place the sauce at the bottom of 
the bowl, making sure it does not touch.

Put a finger in the fish tank and an angel brushes by. Or a sharklet.

Milk jasper: Nice rich milk and the same amount of egg whites. Add chopped 
parsley, white powder, salt. Mix and simmer and when you have stirred it 
well, squeeze it in a cloth after it has cooked for a day. Then cut it into slices 
and fry in butter.

Which flowers are edible? You could be frugal and grow your own. Or 
forage. Constraints are as useful as bones.

A bowl of elderflowers and as many red roses. Put them into boil and then 
strain them. Add to this some fine flour, eight egg yolks, two or three ounces 
of sugar, and a quarter ounce of cinnamon. A bit of powdered saffron, a bit of 
salt. Mix together and fry as you would other fritters.

The Puritans named girls Patience and Tace, which means be silent. 
Use your tongue for tasting, your hands for cooking and writing. Both 
for love.


